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Ab initio calculations based on density functional theory have been employed to study energetic,
structural, electronic, and optical properties of Cr doped Bi4Ge3O12 BGO. Two possible
accommodations of Cr impurity have been taken into account: at the Ge Cr4+ and the Bi Cr3+
substitution site. For each accommodation the local structure around the Cr has been determined,
and in the Cr3+ case the Cr off-site displacement was analyzed. The Cr d-states are positioned at the
bottom of the conduction band and within the gap in form of two deeplike Cr4+ and shallowlike
Cr3+ bands, exhibiting magnetic moments of +1.58 B and −2.44 B, respectively. The Cr
dominated part of absorption spectrum is calculated and analyzed in terms of Cr band arrangement.
Comparison with the experimental BGO:Cr absorption spectrum suggests that it consists of both
Cr3+ and Cr4+ contributions, indicating the Cr simultaneous presence at both substitution sites.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3500452
I. INTRODUCTION
The bismuth orthogermanate Bi4Ge3O12 BGO has been
extensively studied due to its excellent scintillation proper-
ties suitable for technological applications. In its pure form it
is utilized as high-efficient scintillator in scientific research1
and nuclear medicine diagnostic systems.2 Furthermore, it
exhibits useful electro-optics properties such as a possibility
to record holographic gratings at shorter ultraviolet wave-
lengths at room temperature.3
Analysis of doped and undoped BGO samples shows
that nominally undoped crystals contain few parts per mil-
lion of iron and chromium atoms.4 These impurities play
important role providing extra levels within the band gap and
changing the optical properties of pure compound.5 Particu-
larly, the Cr impurity is responsible for self-absorption of
light generated during the scintillation process, which sub-
stantially decrease the light output and the radiation resis-
tance of the BGO crystal.6,7 On the other hand, the Cr pres-
ence significantly enhances photorefractive response of the
BGO Ref. 8 and improves its potential to be used as a
tunable near infrared solid state laser host.9
Several experimental studies have been performed on
the Cr doped BGO system BGO:Cr so far, being mainly
focused on its optical properties and possible Cr accommo-
dation within the lattice. They, however, offer controversial
interpretations of the observed optical absorption spectra. On
the basis of optical spectroscopy investigations, Chernei et
al.10 and de Mello et al.7 assume that all absorption bands
originate from transitions between levels caused by presence
of the Cr4+ ion at the tetrahedral Ge4+ site, while the Ying-
peng et al.11 attribute origin of these bands to the presence of
both the Cr3+ and Cr4+ ions at the Ge4+ positions. Neither of
these studies considers a possibility of Cr occupation of the
octahedral Bi3+ site, as indicated by electron paramagnetic
resonance EPR studies of Bravo and Lopez.9 The latter
shows that Cr impurity can appear in both 4+ and 3+ valence
states, substituting the Ge4+ and Bi3+ sites, respectively,
without need of any charge compensation. The concentration
of the Cr3+ ions is, however, estimated to be about 50 times
lesser.9 Theoretical study of Wu and Dong,12 based on appli-
cation of perturbation formulas on EPR parameters, analyses
the Cr situated at the Bi site and indicates the Cr off-site
displacement toward the center of O’s octahedron around it.
The present study has two main objectives: 1 to ana-
lyze theoretically the structural, energetic, electronic, and es-
pecially optical characteristics of Cr doped BGO, and 2 to
confront obtained results with previously determined experi-
mental and theoretical findings, mentioned above. In order to
comprise these goals, we employed the first-principles
density-functional theory DFT based calculations and
treated doped BGO crystal with substitutional Cr impurities
situated either at the Ge4+ or at the Bi3+ site. The calculated
properties were compared with ones recently determined for
the pure BGO crystal,13,14 which enabled us to extract the
effects caused by Cr presence. Results of atomic relaxations
around the impurity showed that the Cr3+ suffers off-site dis-
placement away from the center of O’s octahedron around it,
not supporting the Wu and Dong prediction.12 Analysis of
optical absorption spectrum and its comparison with avail-
able experimental data indicates that it is composed of con-
tributions from both the Cr4+ and Cr3+ ions residing simulta-
neously at the Ge4+ and the Bi3+ positions, respectively.
II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND CALCULATION
DETAILS
The BGO crystallizes in cubic symmetry, space group
I43d. Its primitive unit cell contains two formula units 38
atoms, without having a center of inversion. The building
blocks of crystal structure are BiO69− octahedrons and
GeO44− tetrahedrons, linked in irregular manner, as shownaElectronic mail:mlalic@ufs.br.
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in the Fig. 1. Each Bi3+ ion is surrounded by six oxygen’s
arranged in vertices of strongly distorted octahedron: three of
them O1 are situated nearer to the Bi than the other three
O2. The Bi senses the C3 point symmetry with trigonal C3
axis pointing along a 111 direction of the cubic cell. The
Ge4+ ion is coordinated by four oxygen’s arranged in the
vertices of tetrahedron very slightly compressed along its
100 fourfold symmetry axis. If the tetrahedron were per-
fect, the Ge would sense the S4 point symmetry.
In present work we study two imperfect BGO systems:
the BGO with Cr which substitutes the Bi BGO:Cr→Bi
case and the BGO with Cr which substitutes the Ge
BGO:Cr→Ge case. Doped systems were simulated using
the primitive unit cell of the pure BGO Ref. 14 from which
the central Bi or Ge atom has been removed and replaced
by the Cr atom. The crystal is then generated by infinite
repetition of this unit cell. Therefore, we have actually simu-
lated doped BGO crystal with Cr concentration of 1/38
2.6%. Due to extensive unit cell of the BGO, the Cr–Cr
distance is large enough to prevent significant interaction be-
tween them. All atomic positions around impurity were al-
lowed to relax by total energy minimization, while the unit
cell parameter was kept fixed, a=10.594 Å.14 Structural re-
laxation has been carried out until the force sensed by any
atom in unit cell reached the value lesser than 2 mRy/a.u.
The self-consistent band-structure calculations were per-
formed by DFT Ref. 15 based, full potential linear aug-
mented plane wave FP-LAPW method16 as embodied in
WIEN2K computer code.17 In this method, the electronic wave
functions, charge density, and crystal potential are expanded
in spherical harmonics inside nonoverlapping spheres cen-
tered at each nuclear position atomic spheres, and in plane
waves in the rest of the space interstitial region. The choice
for the atomic sphere radii RMT in atomic units was 2.3 for
the Bi, 1.8 for the Ge, 1.45 for the O, and 1.8 for the Cr
atom. Inside atomic spheres the partial waves were expanded
up to lmax=10, while the number of plane waves in the inter-
stitial was limited by the cut-off at Kmax=7.0 /RMT. The aug-
mented plane waves were utilized as a basis set. The charge
density was Fourier expanded up to Gmax=14. For k-space
integration a mesh of 12 k-points in the irreducible part of
the Brillouin zone IBZ was used. Exchange and correlation
effects were treated by generalized-gradient approximation
GGA.18 The Bi 5d, 6s, 6p, the O 2s, 2p, the Ge 3d, 4s, 4p,
and the Cr 3s, 3p, 3d, and 4s electronic states were consid-
ered as valence ones, and treated within the scalar-relativistic
approach, whereas the core states were relaxed in fully rela-
tivistic manner. Three types of band-structure calculations
were performed, in following sequence: 1 nonmagnetic, 2
spin-polarized, and 3 spin-polarized with the spin-orbit
coupling accounted for heavy Bi atoms. This approach per-
mitted us to estimate the importance of spin polarization and
spin-orbit interaction on calculated properties.
Optical response is determined by calculating the com-
plex dielectric tensor . Imaginary part of this tensor is di-
rectly proportional to the intensity of the optical absorption
of the material. It can be computed from knowledge of the
electronic band structure. In the limit of linear optics, ne-
glecting electron polarization effects and within the frame of
random phase approximation, the expression for the imagi-














Efk − Eik −  , 1
for a vertical transition from a filled initial state ik
 of en-
ergy Eik to an empty final state fk
 of energy Efk with
the same wave vector k.  is the frequency of the incident
radiation, m the electron mass, P the momentum operator,
and  and  stand for the projections x, y, and z of incident
wave polarization.
We computed the Im up to incident radiation energy
of =40 eV, with a mesh of 55 BGO:Cr→Ge case and
68 k-points BGO:Cr→Bi case in the irreducible wedge of
the first Brillouin zone. Owing to the cubic symmetry of the
BGO, the dielectric tensor is diagonal, with xx=yy=zz
=. Thus, in this particular case, it is reduced to scalar func-
tion .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Defect formation energies
In order to estimate energies required for substitution of
the Ge or Bi atoms for Cr in the BGO structure, we calcu-
lated defect formation energies Ed according to the following
formula:
FIG. 1. Color online Crystal structure of the pure
Bi4Ge3O12. Each Bi3+ ion is surrounded by six O’s ions
forming a BiO69− distorted octahedron, while each
Ge4+ ion is coordinated by four O’s ions arranged in a
GeO44− tetrahedron.
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Ed = EPure BGO + EFree Cr − EBGO:Cr + EFree Bi or Ge ,
2
where the first bracket represents the sum of the total ener-
gies of the pure BGO unit cell taken from the Ref. 14 and
the free Cr atom, while the second represents the total energy
of the unit cell of the BGO containing the Cr either at the Bi
or the Ge site plus the energy of the free Bi or Ge atoms
which are removed from unit cell to make room for the im-
purity. The energies of the pure and the doped BGO crystal
were computed on the same precision level and with the
same computation parameters number of k-points, atomic
sphere radii, etc., for each type of calculations performed.
The free atoms were computationally treated in the same
manner as the BGO crystals. For this purpose it was created
an infinite structure consisting of very large cubic unit cells
lattice parameter was 30 atomic units with the atoms in
their centers. Because the atoms are very far from each other,
the mutual interaction could be neglected. The free atom
energies in 2 were then calculated as the unit cell energies
by the spin-polarized FP-LAPW method, using one k-point
in the IBZ. This procedure assured the same precision of
calculated free-atom and crystal energies, enabling their
comparison in 2.
Table I presents the defect formation energies for two
possible accommodations of the Cr ion, resulting from three
types of band-structure calculations. It should be noticed that
the substitutional doping is energetically more favorable
when the energy values are smaller. As can be seen, these
values strongly depend on precision of the calculations. The
most precise one, with the spin-orbit coupling switched on,
shows very slight Cr preference to substitute the Ge atom.
The energy of the Cr substitution of the Bi atom is, however,
only 0.039 eV higher. Both energies are negative, which in-
dicates that Cr impurity can be easily incorporated into the
host crystal, and into the both available positions. Table I
stresses importance of relativistic treatment of the Bi elec-
tronic states, a fact that has been proved in previous ab initio
studies of pure BGO.14,20
B. Local structure around the impurity
Information about local structures around Cr impurities
was accessed via computational relaxation of atomic posi-
tions in BGO:Cr crystal. This information can be useful for
interpretation of optical and EPR spectroscopic data. The
local structures which depict the first neighborhood around
the Bi and Ge sites within the pure BGO are usually de-
scribed in terms of two parameters: 1 the metal–oxygen
distance RM–O, and 2 the angle  between the RM–O and
either the S4 Ge or C3 Bi axis. The same parameters are
utilized to describe the Cr surroundings in the BGO:Cr sys-
tems as well. Table II shows these parameters as calculated
in the present work, together with the parameters previously
calculated and experimentally determined for pure BGO.
It is seen from the Table II that the Cr presence at the Ge
site causes very small deformation of its surrounding, since
both parameters RM–O and  remain very similar to the ones
that describe the Ge neighborhood in the pure compound.
The process of substitution of Ge by Cr is therefore smooth
and accompanied by the decrease in energy Table I.
When substitutes the Bi atom, however, the Cr produces
significant changes on its surrounding. Table II shows large
difference between parameters which characterize the Cr
neighborhood and the unperturbed Bi neighborhood. Such a
different local structure around the Cr arises not just from
relaxation of neighboring O’s but from movement of the Cr
itself. A more detailed analysis based on comparison of
atomic positions of the Cr and its six neighboring O’s before
and after the computational optimization reveals that a dis-
location suffered by the Cr ion is about ten times larger than
dislocations experienced by the O’s. The same analysis
shows that Cr dislocates along the 111 direction, which
coincides with the trigonal C3 axis. This leads to the conclu-
sion that the local structure around Cr is dominantly deter-
mined by its proper dislocation from ideal host i.e., Bi po-
sition. Although the Cr entrance to the Bi site produces much
TABLE I. Defect formation energies for two different accommodations of








ECr→Bi 1.720 0.169 0.392
ECr→Ge 0.658 0.549 0.431
TABLE II. Calculated equilibrium Cr–O bond lengths in Å and angles  between them and either the S4
Cr→Ge case or C3 Cr→Bi case axis in the BGO:Cr, compared to the previous theoretical and experimental
data for the pure BGO. The labels O1 and O2 denote the three nearest and the three second nearest Bi neighbors,
respectively. The numbers in parenthesis denote number of oxygens which correspond to the given bond length
and the angle.
Pure BGO BGO:Cr
Experimenta Theoryb This work
Cr→Ge
Ge–O 1.73 4 =58.06° 1.782 4 =59.47° 1.774 4 =59.88°
Cr→Bi
Bi–O1 2.149 3 =51.38° 2.221 3 =50.11° 1.864 3 =60.50°
Bi–O2 2.620 3 =104.62° 2.583 3 =102.77° 2.575 3 =113.51°
aReference 21.
bReference 14.
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larger lattice relaxation, this process leads to practically same
energy gain as the Cr entrance to the Ge position, as seen
from the Table I.
Off-site displacement of Cr from Bi site in the BGO:Cr
has already been reported by Wu and Dong12 who applied
perturbation formulas on the EPR parameters for an d3 ion in
trigonally-distorted octahedral environment, and predicted
that the Cr should displace along the C3 axis in the direction
toward the center of the octahedron of O’s around it. The
estimated value of this displacement was 0.17 Å. The authors
explained this result by assuming that the Cr3+, having a
slightly smaller ionic radius then the Bi3+, feels loose envi-
ronment at the Bi3+ position, which pushes it in the direction
toward the center of the oxygen octahedron.
Present DFT calculations confirm the Wu and Dong con-
clusion about the Cr dislocation along the C3 axis but dis-
agree with the predicted direction. According to data pre-
sented in the Table II, the Cr approaches to its three nearest
O neighbors, which is evident if one compares the Bi–O
bond lengths for the ideal host position of the Cr first or
second column of the Table II with the Cr–O bond lengths
for the relaxed position of the Cr third column of the Table
II. At the same time, both angles  which correspond to the
Cr–O bonds increase, which is consistent with described
movement of the Cr. Table II shows that the Cr–O1 and
Cr–O2 bond lengths in the BGO:Cr differ more than the
corresponding Bi–O1 and Bi–O2 bond lengths in the pure
BGO. All these facts lead to the conclusion that the Cr suf-
fered off-site dislocation away from the center of the oxygen
octahedron along the C3 axis Fig. 2. We calculated this
displacement to be 0.46 Å.
The reason for disagreement between our calculations
and conclusions of Wu and Dong might be a fact that Wu and
Dong12 extensively used the concept of ionic radius through-
out their calculations. This concept works much better for
highly ionic compounds, which is not the case of the
BGO:Cr. The Cr–O bond in the BGO has significant covalent
character due the hybridization of the Cr s-state and d-state
with the nearest O’s p-states which is evident from the Fig.
4 presented in Sec. III C. Therefore, assigning any definite
value for the size of the Cr3+ and the Bi3+ ions in the BGO
might be questionable. A recent DFT analysis of local struc-
ture around the Nd3+ which substitutes the Bi site in the
BGO showed the same disagreement about direction of the
impurity displacement along the C3 axis: while the Wu and
Dong conclude that Nd should move away from the center of
O’s octahedron,12 the DFT predicts the opposite.22
C. Electronic structure
Figure 3 shows the band structure, total, and partial den-
sity of states TDOS and PDOS, respectively of the
BGO:Cr→Ge system, resulted from the spin-polarized cal-
culation with the spin-orbit interaction taken into account for
Bi atoms. The principal difference between the TDOS pre-
sented at the Fig. 3a and the TDOS of the pure BGO Ref.
14 consists of a presence of bands which are situated either
within the gap or at the lowest-energy part of the conduction
FIG. 2. Off-site displacement of the Cr impurity which substitutes the Bi
site in the BGO. The Cr moves along the 111 direction toward the three
nearest O’s, away from the center of the imaginary octahedron with O’s at
its vertices.
FIG. 3. Calculated electronic structure of the BGO with the Cr at the Ge position. a The total spin-polarized electronic density of states, where the Cr
contribution is emphasized by the square; letters A-E denote bands important for analysis of the absorption spectrum. b: the PDOS showing the Cr and its
four neighboring O’s states only. c and d show energy bands along high symmetry directions within the first Brillouin zone. c emphasizes the Cr d spin
up states using larger circles, while the figure d does the same with the Cr d spin down states.
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band where mixed with the Bi p-states. These bands are
emphasized by the square on the Fig. 3a. All of them have
substantially Cr d-character. Two deeplike bands within the
gap are occupied, each with one electron, with energy differ-
ence between them of about 0.6 eV. This fact demonstrates
that the DFT-GGA calculations correctly described the 4+
ionization state of the Cr 3d2 configuration. Energy differ-
ence between the highest occupied band HOB and the low-
est unoccupied band LUB is approximately 1.1 eV, which
is the lowest excitation energy expected in the BGO:Cr
→Ge system. All Cr d-states within the gap are strongly
hybridized with the p-states of nearest neighbor O’s, which is
seen from the PDOS shown at the Fig. 3b. This fact causes
the broadening of bands. Deep band of lower energy consists
of the Cr dz2 states, where the z-axis is directed along the
S4 symmetry axis. Deep band of higher energy consists of
superposition of the Cr dxy and dx2−y2 states, while the band
at the conduction band bottom is formed from the Cr dz2
and dyz spin-up states and the dz
2 spin-down states. Majority
states are the spin-up, and calculated magnetic moment of Cr
is +1.58 B. The composition of other bands which origi-
nate from the host BGO matrix, unaffected by the Cr pres-
ence, is the same as previously reported.14
Figure 4 shows the band structure, TDOS and PDOS of
the BGO:Cr→Bi system, as resulted from the spin-
polarized calculations with spin-orbit coupling accounted for
the Bi atoms. The Cr d-states are partially positioned within
the BGO gap and partially mixed with the Bi 6p-states at the
bottom of the conduction band. These states are emphasized
by the square at the Fig. 4a. Two bands within the gap
could be characterized as shallowlike ones, as being located
near the gap edges. The one with lower energy is fully oc-
cupied HOB, containing three electrons, and another one is
empty LUB. This situation correctly describes the 3+ ion-
ization state of the Cr 3d3 configuration. Contrary to the
case of the BGO:Cr→Ge system, all the Cr d-bands have
mixed orbital characters which prevents their clear orbital
characterization. They are strongly hybridized with the
neighboring O’s p-states, as can be seen from the Fig. 4b.
Energy difference between the HOB and LUB is around 1.8
eV, significantly higher comparing to the BGO:Cr→Ge
case. Majority states are spin-down, and the magnetic mo-
ment of the Cr atom is calculated to be −2.44 B.
D. Optical absorption spectrum
Optical properties of the BGO:Cr compounds were in-
vestigated in energy interval from 0 to 3.5 eV in which the
pure BGO does not absorb at all and the Cr impurity makes
its contribution. Figure 5 presents the calculated optical ab-
sorption spectrum of the BGO:Cr→Ge system, as well as
the simplified electron energy diagram which explains it. The
figure reveals several prominent structures below absorption
edge of the pure BGO which are identified by numbers I–IV.
All of them are caused by Cr presence within the BGO ma-
trix and can be interpreted on the basis of the band structure
presented at the Fig. 3, using the band nomenclature intro-
duced there. The structure I, centered on 1.1 eV, originates
from electronic transitions between d-states of the Cr, from
the band Cdx2−y2 to the band D dxy,dxz. The structure II,
centered on about 1.8 eV, is also created by transitions be-
tween the Cr d-states, from the band B dz2 to the band D
dxy,dxz These transitions are not dipole-forbidden because
the BGO unit cell does not possess inversion center. The
structure III is formed by electron promotions from the bands
B and C to the band E. Since the latter have very little
spin-up states at disposal, and the bands B and C contain
exclusively this type of states, the transition intensity is very
low. That is why the structure III is much less pronounced
and more dispersed comparing to other structures. Finally,
the structure IV, positioned between 3.2 and 3.5 eV, is domi-
nantly caused by electron promotions from the band A to the
band D, mostly involving transitions between empty and
populated O p states. This structure, however, already makes
FIG. 4. Calculated electronic structure of the BGO with the Cr at the Bi position. a The total spin-polarized electronic density of states, with the Cr
contribution d-states emphasized by the square; letters A-D denote bands important for analysis of the absorption spectrum. b The PDOS showing the Cr
and neighboring O’s states only. Figures c and d show energy bands along high symmetry directions within the first Brillouin zone. The figure c
emphasizes the Cr d spin up states using larger circles, while the figure d does the same with the Cr d spin down states.
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part of continuous conduction band. All described transitions
are represented by vertical arrows at the energy diagram on
the right part of the Fig. 5.
The calculated absorption spectrum of the BGO:Cr
→Bi system is presented on the Fig. 6 left, together with
the energy diagram which helps to interpret it right. The
spectrum is much simpler then the BGO:Cr→Ge spectrum
mostly due to specific arrangement of the Cr spin-down and
spin-up states: all populated Cr states are spin-down band B
on the Fig. 4 and all available empty spin-down states are
concentrated on the band C. Both bands are situated within
the BGO gap, and electronic transitions between them gen-
erate the absorption peak V at the Fig. 6, centered on ap-
proximately 1.8 eV. Transitions from the band B to the bot-
tom of the conduction band are spin-forbidden. Absorption
structure VI, situated near the BGO absorption edge, is cre-
ated by electron promotion from the band A at the top of the
valence region to the band C. Since the band A does not
contain Cr d-states, origin of the structure VI is attributed to
the transitions from the spin-down O p-states to the spin-
down Cr d-states involving charge transfer, as well as to
the transition between empty and populated O’s spin-down
p-states.
E. Comparison of calculated and experimental
absorption spectrum
Figure 7 shows the calculated absorption spectra of both
BGO:Cr→Ge and BGO:Cr→Bi as functions of incident
radiation wavelength, compared with the experimental ab-
sorption spectrum of the Cr doped BGO recorded at ambient
temperature.10 The experimental spectrum is characterized
by two broad absorption bands above the absorption thresh-
old of the pure BGO. The first band, adjacent to the absorp-
tion edge, is situated in the wavelength range 300–600 nm
with maxima at about 390, 430, and 530 nm peaks 1, 2, and
3. The second band is centralized over the range 600–900
nm with more pronounced maxima at about 680, 740, and
FIG. 5. Left: intensity of optical absorption of the BGO:Cr→Ge in arbitrary units as function of incident radiation energy. Dotted curve represents optical
absorption of the pure BGO. Right: energy band diagram of the BGO:Cr→Ge constructed on the basis of the band structure shown at the Fig. 3, where the
band notation A-E is defined. The numbers associated with vertical arrows indicate electronic transitions responsible for the corresponding structures in the
optical spectrum.
FIG. 6. Left: intensity of optical absorption of the BGO:Cr→Bi in arbitrary units as function of the energy of incident radiation. The dotted curve represents
the optical absorption of the pure BGO. Right: energy band diagram of the BGO:Cr→Bi constructed on basis of the band structure shown at the Fig. 4, where
the band notation A-D is introduced. Numbers of the vertical arrows indicate electronic transitions responsible for the corresponding structures in the optical
spectrum.
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800 nm peaks 4, 5, and 6. There has also been observed the
third band, broad and spread over the range 1150–1300 nm.
This band is not reported in the Ref. 10 but in the Ref. 11 in
which the authors extended the measurements of absorption
spectrum to infrared wavelengths.
In both experimental papers10,11 the origin of observed
spectra was discussed in terms of Tanabe–Sugano diagrams
for the Cr ion accommodated at the Ge site. Both papers
agree that the 600–900 nm band should be caused by transi-
tions between the levels of the Cr4+ ion positioned at this
site. The authors of the Ref. 10 assume that the 300–600 nm
band has the same origin involving other transitions, while
the authors of the Ref. 11 suppose that this band, as well as
the 1150–1300 nm one, originates from the transitions be-
tween the levels of the Cr3+ ion located at the Ge4+ site. This
explanation, however, requires consideration of charge com-
pensation, which has not been discussed in the Ref. 11.
Results of our calculations demonstrate that principal
characteristics of experimental absorption spectrum can be
satisfactorily interpreted by superposition of two absorption
spectra produced by the Cr4+ and Cr3+ ions which substitute
the Ge and the Bi ions, respectively. Such resulting theoret-
ical spectrum, shown at the lower graph of the Fig. 7, con-
sists of three distinct broad absorption bands, composed of
the peaks I–VI defined on the Figs. 5 and 6 Sec. III D. The
three experimentally observed absorption bands can be inter-
preted in terms of these theoretical bands.
The infrared 1150–1300 nm band not shown at the Fig.
7 is reproduced theoretically by somewhat broader 950–
1250 nm absorption band which clearly originates from d-d
transitions of the Cr4+ ion peak I. This fact shows that a
complicate interpretation offered in the Ref. 11, involving
Cr3+ ion situated at the Ge4+ site and requiring the charge
compensation, is not necessary.
The 600–900 nm band is relatively badly reproduced by
a broad band situated between 600 and 800 nm. The latter
consists of just one pronounced peak, instead of experimen-
tally registered three. The upper graph on the Fig. 7, how-
ever, shows that theoretical band has more complex struc-
ture, which is just less pronounced. The band is composed of
both Cr4+ and Cr3+ contributions that involve transitions be-
tween their d-states peaks II and V, respectively. This fact
confronts the interpretation proposed in experimental
studies10,11 which attribute the origin of this band exclusively
to the Cr4+. Since, however, according to Bravo and Lopez,9
the concentration of the Cr4+ is always much higher than the
Cr3+ concentration, the 600–900 nm band should be consid-
ered as Cr4+ dominated.
The 300–600 nm band is pretty well reproduced theo-
retically by series of shoulders set against the absorption
edge structures III, IV, and VI, for which both the Cr4+ and
Cr3+ are responsible. The contribution from the Cr4+ is, how-
ever, much less significant since intensity of the structure III
is very weak and the structure IV can be considered as part
of the host absorption as discussed in the Sec. IVD. There-
fore, we attribute the origin of the 300–600 nm band to the
Cr3+ ion. This band is dominantly generated by electron
transfer from the populated O p states to the empty d-states
of the neighboring Cr3+ situated at the Bi3+ positions peak
VI.
Due to a fact that the calculated BGO band gap is
smaller than the experimental 3.19 Ref. 14 versus 4.96
Ref. 23 eV, our theoretical interpretation of the BGO:Cr
absorption spectrum is only qualitative. The wrong size of
the gap comes from the shortcomings of the GGA to accu-
rately describe exchange and correlation effects in DFT. Al-
though we had a possibility to adjust the gap applying “scis-
sors operator,” we did not do it in order not to perturb the
position of the Cr states relative to the valence band edge. In
spite of this limitation, we think that present analysis offers
enough arguments to support a conclusion that the BGO:Cr
optical spectrum is composed of optical responses from both
the Cr3+ and Cr4+ ions, indicating the Cr simultaneous pres-
ence at both the Bi3+ and Ge4+ sites. This conclusion is ad-
ditionally enforced by defect formation energy calculations
Sec. III A which demonstrated that the Cr is easily incor-
porated in either site, with no significant energy difference.
The different Cr3+ and Cr4+ concentrations, observed by
Bravo and Lopez,9 result from specific chemical reactions
and processes of the Cr implementation into the BGO crystal
matrix, which has not been discussed in this paper.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed theoretically energetic, structural,
electronic, and optical properties of the Cr doped BGO scin-
tillator, taking into account the fact that Cr can substitute
either Ge or Bi atom in the BGO lattice. As a computation
tool it was employed the DFT based, FP-LAPW method. The
results of energetic balance do not strongly indicate which
site, Bi or Ge, should be preferable for substitution. The
defect formation energy in the case when Cr substitutes the
Ge is just 0.039 eV lower in comparison with the case when
Cr substitutes the Bi. When situated at the Ge site, the Cr
maintains the bond length and angles with neighboring oxy-
FIG. 7. Up: calculated optical absorption spectra of the BGO:Cr→Ge and
BGO:Cr→Bi as functions of the wavelength of incident light, compared to
the experimental spectrum of the BGO:Cr Ref. 10; Arabic numbers denote
peaks in the experimental spectrum; Roman numbers, defined at the Figs. 5
and 6 denote peaks in the calculated spectrum. Down: comparison between
the BGO:Cr experimental and theoretical spectrum; the latter is obtained by
superposition of the BGO:Cr→Ge and BGO:Cr→Bi spectra.
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gens practically unchanged. When substitutes the Bi, how-
ever, the Cr significantly changes its octahedral environment,
suffering large off-site departure along the C3 axis away
from the center of imaginary octahedron of O’s around it.
The Cr modifies electronic structure of the pure BGO intro-
ducing its d-states within the band gap: two deeplike occu-
pied bands if it substitutes the Ge Cr4+ and one occupied
and another unoccupied shallowlike band if it substitutes the
Bi Cr3+. In the first case the Cr magnetic moment is calcu-
lated to be +1.58 B while in the second −2.44 B, mean-
ing that they should be aligned oppositely in the external
magnetic field. The optical absorption spectra were calcu-
lated as functions of incident light energy up to 40 eV. Ab-
sorption peaks caused by the Cr presence were identified and
interpreted in terms of calculated electronic structure, for
both possible Cr accommodations. Comparison with the ex-
perimental data suggests that absorption spectrum of the Cr
doped BGO consists from optical responses of both Cr4+ and
Cr3+ ions, indicating the Cr simultaneous presence in both
Ge and Bi substitution sites.
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